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1. The Udi Language

1.1 Location and demographic data

The Udi language (udi muz) is spoken in basically three villages: In Vartashen and Nidzh, both

located in Northern Azerbaijan. Vartashen - the name of which has now been changed to Oguz -

is situated some 30 km east of Sheki and 8 km north of Bajan, whereas Nidzh is situated again

some 30 km more to the east on the road to Gabala. The third village is Oktomberi in Eastern

Georgia (east of Telavi on the left side of the Alazani river). Oktomberi is a rather recent

foundation of emigrants from Vartashen who moved to Georgia in 1919-1922 (under the

leadership of Zinobi Silikashvili (1890-1938)) due to heavy economic problems in Vartashen. In

historical times, the Udi people probably inhabited a much larger territory south and southeast of

their present locations (from the Taush region in the west and Nidzh and Qabala in the east). Due
to pressure from at least Armenian, Azeri, Georgian, Southern Tsakhur, and Southern Avar, Udi

gradually became limited to the northwestern edge of this region, namely to the southern slopes

of the Eastern Great Caucasian mountain range (from Sheki in the west to Qabala (formerly

Kutkashen) in the East).

Today, there are some 3000 Udi speakers left (some 5000 claim to belong the Udi ethnic

community). After the expulsion of many Udi people from Vartashen in 1990, Nidzh has become

the only village in which a (rather compact) Udi speaking community can be found. About 30%
of the Vartashen refugees now dwell in Georgia or Armenia, about a thousand Udi have fled into

the Russian Federation, and a group of 360 Udi speakers have moved to Kazakhstan.

Nidzh and Vartashen represent the two basic dialectal varieties of Udi. In general,

Vartashen has retained more archaic features, but it should be noticed that the dialectal layers in

Nidzh are more complex than those in Vartashen: in Nidzh, we have to deal with three varieties

(Lower Nizdh, Middle Nidzh, and Upper Nidzh): Upper Nidzh is closer to Vartashen, whereas

the lower varieties probably represent the reflexes of once distinct dialects of Udi spoken by

immigrants from Northern Karabakh and the Tauz area. Hence, Nidzh is a mixture of Udi in situ

(Eastern Udi >Upper Nidzh, with closer affinities to Vartashen) and some 'Southern' and

'Western' Udi.



1.2 Genetic affiliation

Udi belongs to the Southern (or Lezgian)group of the East Caucasian language family. It can be

regarded as a marginal Lezgian language stemming from a Proto-Lezgian dialect that became

separated from the central 'Samur' branch quite early (1500 BC ?). It can be assumed that the

Proto-Lezgian 'urheimat' was located in Northern Azerbaijan (roughly speaking the region

between the Kura and Alazani rivers). Archi, another marginal language, was the first dialect to

leave this continuum, later followed by what then became the Samur languages (Eastern Samur:

Lezgi proper, Tabasaran, and Aghul), Western Samur (Rutul, Tskahur), Southern Samur (now in

the Shah-Dagh mountains) (Kryts and Budukh). The speakers of Early Udi obviously stayed in

the southern and eastern parts of the Proto-Lezgian urheimat. The so-called 'tenth' Lezgian

language, namely Khinalug (in theShah-Dagh mountains) probably emerged from contact of a

Proto-Lezgian dialect with another yet unidentified East Caucasian language (or vice versa). Udi

shares some important isoglosses with the Western Samur language Tsakhur. There are no

significant isoglosses with languages outside the Lezgian branch of East Caucasian (Nakh,

Avaro-Andian, Tsezian, Lak, or Dargwa).

1.3 Contact Linguistics of Udi

Udi has obviously experienced a high degree of 'foreign' influences. If we neglect some rather

obscure look-alikes with PIE roots (such as Udi e?k' 'horse' (PIE *Hek'wos-?) etc.) we can

describe at least the following contact layers:

1000 - 500 BC Old (Northwest) Iranian

500 - 300 BC Old Medic /Old Persian

300 - 300 AD Early Middle Persian (Pehlevi), Early Middle Northwest Iranian

Early Talysh variant (?)

300 - 800 AD Old Armenian/ Jewish Tati / local Middle NW Iranian languages

800 - 1300 AD Early Azeri /Middle Armenian / Early Modern Persian / Arabic /

Georgian(?)

1300 - 1800 AD Modern Persian, Modern East Armenian, residues of local Northwest

Iranian dialects/ Azeri



1800- Azeri, Russian, Modern East Armenian, Georgian (in Oktomberi)

The loan layers have influenced both the grammar and the lexicon of Udi (cf. section 5 ).

1.4 Udi and the problem of Caucasian Albania (Alwan)

Udi is famous for the assumption that it represents the youngest reflex of the language of the

ancient kingdom of Albania (rather Alwan) that existed in what now is Northern Azerbaijan from

the 3
rd

to the 9
th
century AD. This Christian kingdom was temporarily subjected to the rule of the

Armenian kingdom which also represented the major cultural superstratum of Alwan. According

to the Armenian 'History of Alwan' by Movses Daskhurantsi, the famous inventor of the

Armenian script Mesrob Mashtots (362-440) is thought to have developed a script for one of the

languages of Alwan. This script seems to be used in the inscription of Mingechaur as well as in

some other minor inscriptions. Some palimpsests recently discovered at Mt. Sinai (see Aleksidze

& Mahe 1997) also show this 'Albanian' script which often is associated to the Udi language

(see Schulze 1982). However, it should be noted that up to now we have not arrived at a safe

interpretation of even a single of these documents, be it on the basis of Udi or another Lezgian

language. See Manana Tandashvili's contribution for examples of the Alvan script. All we know
for sure is that some officials in the kingdom of Alvan have used a language different from

Armenian and Georgian which - according to the sources- shared some phonetic features with

those languages that are generally described as 'Southeast Caucasian'. There are some look-alikes

between e.g. some names of the months as documented in a medieval manuscript (see Gippert,

Jo st: Old Armenian and Caucasian Calendar Systems ITII.1: The Albanian Month Names - Annual

of Armenian Linguistics9 1988, 35-46) and certain Udi terms, but this evidence is not sufficient

to finally declare the Alvan inscriptions as 'Udi'.

(http://www.lrz-muenchen.de/~wschulze/Uog.html)


